What makes a blueprint?

Personal Vision of Success
What do YOU want? Where are you trying to go?
#successLU

Inspired Actions
What now? How can you make it happen?
#inclusiveLU

Core Values
What matters to you and will guide you along the way?
#whoamiLU

Resources & Support
Who will help you get where you want to go?
#connectLU

Guiding Questions
What are you curious about? What do you hope to explore?
#curiousLU

Do I need to include all of those things?
Absolutely not! Start where you feel comfortable and let your pen do the rest!

Is there a particular way to blueprint?
There’s no wrong way to create your blueprint.

Some advice: Make it represent you. Design a blueprint that you can understand and use. Utilize your resources to make your design come to life.

blueprint your way to success one sketch at a time!